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AUF DER SUCHE NACH
DER DEUTSCHEN VERSION?
Einfache den Code scannen oder auf
http://maze.berlin./club/portfolio/ gehen.

IDENT
Situated a bit recessed in a backyard, almost hidden from
inattentive eyes, there is more than one entrance, in fact there
are several.
Several entrances, open during different time periods
and performances, each with different environments and
possibilities. The Maze, though at first confusing, arouses
curiosity, and then who knows?
You might want to make it your second home! Come, explore,
unwind and immerse yourself - in a world beneath the surface,
below public bustle of the busy streets above. No distractions,
no contact with the outside world and constant temperatures
will definitely alter your sense of time.
Time - here it is abundant. Here it will be filled, lived, celebrated
- and ultimately forgotten ...and that’s what MAZE is - a place
that is anything but ordinary.

ENTRANCE
First up, then left, then down, around the corner, just to
the right and to the left again – the way in is that simple. For
the first-time visitors, this helps but only slightly - once you
arrive below, the orientation is gone. The toilets are usually
overlooked, astonishment prevails...

SPECS

The decor is deliberately minimalistic, the raw character of the space was
retained – so that, different atmospheres for every imaginable occasion can
be created very easily. Sound System, wardrobe and separate toilets are also
available .

Channelmixers
1x Allen&Heath 42
2x Pioneer CDJ 2000
2x Stanton digital Turntable
Amplifiers
1x Soundcraft Si Expression 2
1x DBX Drive Rack PA+
1x Stagebox 16x XLR-in
Speakers
2x Syrincs doppel Sub 18“
2x Syrincs Mid/High

STAGE
The stage area with its own bar, its own entrance and also a backstage offers
diverse uses. Concerts, theater, cinema and readings are possible as well as
private events for up to 150 people.

Backstagearea

Channelmixers
1x Allen&Heath 92
2x Pioneer CDJ2000 NX2
2x Techniks MKII 1210
Amplifiers
1x Cervin Vega P5000 Amp
Speakers
8x Cervin Vega P1500 Top
2x Syrincs Sub

CLUB
The clubroom with its own bar, DJ booth and wardrobe is the heart of the
cultural center. Maintained very dark, equipped with multiple entrances and
exits and a full sound system, no wishes remain unsatisfied. Up to 150 people
can be accommodated here. In addition to parties, workshops, dance classes
and other uses are easily implementable.

The maximum occupancy is 50 people - either as a „chill out area“ in
combination with the Club, or separately for smaller events. Again, there is a
separate entrance/exit and independent toilets.

SPECS
Channelmixers
1x 2-Channel-Mixer
2x Pioneer CDJ850
Amplifiers
2x Amplifier The T-Amp E400
1x Controller The T.Tracks

LOUNGE
The lounge, also known as the living room is designed as a classic bar.
Selected spirits, cocktails, sofas and soft lighting create an atmosphere that
invites you to linger.

Speakers
2x KRK Rockit8
2x JBL Control One
2x Schneider // unknown
1x Cervin Vega P1800SX

ROOMS
Lounge & Kickercorner
Club
Clubpassage Lounge/Stage
Darkroomlounge
Stage*
Stagefloor
Stagebar
Upper toilets
Lower toilets
Backstage incl. WC*
Wardrobe

* non public area

SIZE
70 qm
48 qm
30 qm
19 qm
10 qm
59 qm
45 qm
24 qm
14 qm
34 qm
10 qm
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